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Room for Improvement in National Academy of Clinical
Biochemistry Laboratory Medicine Practice Guidelines
Patrick M.M. Bossuyt1*

Practice guidelines are everywhere in healthcare. They
have been around for decades, but their development, dissemination, and—possibly—their use skyrocketed in the
1990s. At that time, guidelines were positioned at the
crossroads of 2 developments. One was the arrival of an
era of assessment and accountability in healthcare. Undesirable variation in practice, spiraling healthcare costs,
and concerns about the overuse and underuse of services
encouraged professionals to take action. The other was
the increasing belief that clinical-practice and healthcare
policy decisions should be guided by the best available
evidence, a goal increasingly more difficult to achieve at
the level of the individual, given the daunting number of
medical journals and the avalanche of studies reported in
them.
Evidence-based practice guidelines were seen as
helpful in tackling these challenges, and professional
societies, government panels, and other groups increasingly began developing recommendations to
assist healthcare professionals in delivering appropriate healthcare. Soon, guidelines were ubiquitous
in practice and policy, and their rapid production
and promulgation created a new problem: information overload.
Not only was the sheer number of guidelines problematic, but guideline documents also varied considerably in form and appearance—from brief lists of dos
and don’ts to lengthy documents of textbook-level
completeness that summarized the state of the art in
the field. This variability was a reason for concern, because the promotion of flawed guidelines could encourage or even institutionalize the delivery of ineffective, harmful, or wasteful interventions (1 ).
In a typical “early days” process of guideline development, a group of invited experts would gather
around a conference table to develop recommendations based on their understanding of the scientific evidence, their knowledge of the field, and their opinion.

A formal methodology for evaluating the evidence was
not always followed, and similarly absent were procedures for the consensus process. Given the vulnerability of the methods, concerns about susceptibility to bias
and conflicts of interests were not far away (2 ).
All researchers know that a good method poorly
implemented can lead to bias. Inadequate concealment
of allocation in randomized trials, for example, or failure to include all randomized patients in the analysis
can lead to flawed results and erroneous conclusions.
Inspired by successful examples in clinical research,
several groups tried to identify similar methodologicalquality criteria for guideline development. By 1992, the
Institute of Medicine had already proposed “desirable
attributes” of guidelines, but the movement gathered
momentum through the work of Francoise Cluzeau
and her UK colleagues. They developed an instrument
to evaluate the extent to which published guidelines are
systematically developed, which is, after all, their defining feature (3 ). Their seminal work morphed into an
international collaboration with the participation of
more than 15 countries, predominantly European. The
resulting AGREE2 (Appraisal of Guidelines for Research and Evaluation) instrument was published in
2003; a revision was disseminated in 2009 (4 ).
AGREE and AGREE II address 6 quality domains
of guidelines: scope and purpose, stakeholder involvement, rigor of development, clarity and presentation,
applicability, and editorial independence. Each domain is scored for several items, 23 in all, the criteria for
which are presented in a separate manual. Standardized guideline domain scores are calculated by summing up all the scores of individual items in a domain
and expressing them as a percentage of the maximum
possible score for that domain. An AGREE-perfect
guideline would score 100% on all 6 domains.
The AGREE Research Trust, an independent body
established in 2004, now manages the interests of the
AGREE project. The instrument, a manual, support
tools, and a rich set of other information are available at
http://www.agreetrust.org. Despite the existence of
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several other instruments, AGREE has become the
worldwide standard for guideline evaluation (5 ).
Available in many languages, it is used in Europe, Canada, and Australia, but it is less used in the US (6 ).
In this issue of Clinical Chemistry, a Canadian
group reports on their application of the AGREE instrument to guidelines developed by the National
Academy of Clinical Biochemistry (NACB) (7 ). The
NACB started producing laboratory medicine practice
guidelines (LMPGs) in the early 1990s, with the first
one, on nutrition, published in 1994. The guidelines
are available on the NACB website (http://www.aacc.
org/publications/practiceguidelines/Pages/default.aspx),
which lists 8 guidelines published in the last 5 years.
The guidelines are supposed to be updated 5 years after
the initial publication. Six older, archived NACB
LMPGs remain in the published section of the website;
5 are available for download and purchase. Five other
guidelines are listed as archived, of which 2 are still
available for download.
The NACB guidelines are rather lengthy documents, and shorter versions have been published in
specialty journals. The “Guidelines and Recommendations for Laboratory Analysis in the Diagnosis and
Management of Diabetes Mellitus” is a 120-page document with key recommendations, which are summarized in a single 3-page table (8 ).
Don-Wauchope and colleagues used AGREE II to
evaluate 11 of these guidelines. Their conclusion is not
very positive: “The quality of the guidelines . . . was generally poor” (7 ). The latest guideline, on diabetes, scored
⬎85% on all but 1 domain, but the other 10 guidelines
failed to reach 50% on most, if not all, domains. The median score was 42%. For “rigor of development,” only 3 of
the 11 guidelines scored ⬎50% (diabetes, cardiovascular
biomarkers, point-of-care testing); 6 scored 20% or
lower.
What do we conclude from these findings? The
AGREE group has not revealed thresholds that would
allow a classification of guidelines as “good” or “bad.”
The authors do not compare these scores with other
laboratory medicine guidelines. To evaluate 11 practice
guidelines on data of laboratory tests for non–small cell
lung cancer, Watine and colleagues used AGREE (including the NACB one) and a separate systematic review of the literature (9 ). Rigor scores varied from 2%
to 76%, with a median of 48%. Nagy and colleagues
used AGREE in assessing 26 guidelines for the diagnosis and monitoring of diabetes mellitus (10 ). Yet, the
NACB diabetes LMPG shows that it is possible to
achieve high-quality scores in laboratory medicine
practice guidelines.
The group from McMaster University that applied
AGREE to the NACB guidelines (this institution now
hosts the AGREE project office) points out several ar-

eas for improvement and offers concrete suggestions,
such as more-explicit descriptions of the target population, the intended audience, and the identification
and involvement of stakeholders. Because the rigor domain requires the most improvement, the authors suggest that all NACB LMPGs make every effort to present
their methodology clearly and explicitly, with transparency and assessable external validity.
The NACB diabetes LMPG group adapted the
GRADE (Grading of Recommendations Assessment,
Development and Evaluation) methodology in developing their recommendations (8, 11 ). In the last decade, the international GRADE group has invested
considerable efforts in making the development of
evidence-based guidelines more systematic and more
transparent (12 ). Starting from focused questions that
include specification of all outcomes important for patients, the GRADE process separates a rating of the
quality of the body of evidence from weighing the desirable and undesirable consequences, and the process
grades recommendations as “strong” or “conditional”
in favor of or against alternative management options.
The GRADE process was initially developed for recommendations about therapeutic interventions, for which
randomized trials often offer the evidence base. Extensions of GRADE for laboratory and other medical tests
are still in development, which is why the diabetes
group had to develop their own approach (11 ). Some
of the problematic areas are the absence of direct evidence for the effects of tests on patient outcomes and
different concerns, such as those concerning the preanalytical, analytical, and postanalytical phases. In the
absence of strong and widely accepted methods, it is
not surprising that previously published guidelines
have been shown to lack rigor.
The AGREE instrument has received criticism as
well. Use of the instrument relies on the report, which
may not reflect the process fully. AGREE evaluates the
process of constructing a guideline, not the validity of
its content (9 ). It is possible to create a guideline document with solid evidence-based recommendations
but with a poor process, or a well-developed guideline
document with poorly supported recommendations.
The AGREE definition of quality is many-layered. The
validity of AGREE II was evaluated, for example, by
evaluating the predictability of the AGREE items for
distinguishing among guideline information of known
varying quality (a process that could be viewed as a
rather circular definition of quality) and through correlations with statements about endorsement and the
intention to use them. Both of these judgments are affected by multiple factors (13 ). In the Cochrane Collaboration, former quality-appraisal tools for clinical
studies have been replaced by risk-of-bias tools (14 ).
The latter focus more precisely and more explicitly on
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the validity of the study results. Maybe the guideline
movement will see a similar shift from a multidimensional definition of quality to a specification of the validity of the recommendations in a guideline.
AGREE limitations aside, the recommendations of
Don-Wauchope and colleagues to the NACB should be
taken seriously. Practice guidelines can still be of help
in areas of practice uncertainty or variability, where
scientific evidence and a well-balanced judgmental
process can indicate what is appropriate and what is
not. Professional societies bear a special responsibility
in developing such guidelines, through a rigorously
systematic and explicitly transparent process.
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